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Abstract—Computing and maintaining network structures for efficient data aggregation incurs high overhead for dynamic events where the set of nodes sensing an event changes with time. Moreover, structured approaches are sensitive to the waiting time that is used by nodes to wait for packets from their children before forwarding the packet to the sink. An optimal routing and data aggregation scheme for wireless sensor networks is proposed in this paper. We propose Tree on DAG (ToD), a semistructured approach that uses Dynamic Forwarding on an implicitly constructed structure composed of multiple shortest path trees to support network scalability. The key principle behind ToD is that adjacent nodes in a graph will have low stretch in one of these trees in ToD, thus resulting in early aggregation of packets. Based on simulations on a 2,000-node Mica2-based network, we conclude that efficient aggregation in large-scale networks can be achieved by our semistructured approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The main operation of a wireless sensor network (WSN) is to monitor the physical environment, process the sensed information, and deliver the results to some specific sink nodes. Sensor nodes are normally powered by batteries with limited energy resource. Therefore, the primary challenge for this energy-constrained system is to design energy-efficient protocols to maximize the lifetime of the network [1]. Since radio transmission is the primary source of power consumption, the design of communication protocols for topology management, transmission power control, and energy-efficient routing.

In order to use the sensor network efficiently, the data these sensors produce must be properly accessed and eventually propagated to the end user. One way this is done is through the organization of the sensor nodes into a network, which is treated and queried as a distributed sensor database. Such a sensor network allows for paths to be created from the root of the network to each and every sensor node in the network. However, sensor nodes are limited devices in terms of energy usage, node failures and lossy communication.

In order to alleviate these limitations, especially of power constraints and fault tolerance, several schemes have been developed. One scheme that has shown much promise is to organize the nodes into a tree and synchronize the sending and receiving of packets from children to parents in that tree. Doing this allows for in-network aggregation to occur, which has been shown to lower the amount of energy used in sensor networks, thus extending their lifetime and usefulness.

While query propagation and tree organization techniques have been shown to lower energy usage, they suffer in several respects, most importantly in the ability to deal with node crashes and failures. When one node fails all the nodes in its subtree will also be cut off from the network (due to the parent/child relationship) until the network can be reorganized. The problem is even more evident for nodes close to the root of the network, where a single node failure could cause a substantial portion of the tree to get isolated, dramatically decreasing the effectiveness of the data produced for the end user.

The main challenge in designing such a protocol is to determine the packet forwarding strategy in absence of a preconstructed global structure to achieve early aggregation. Our approach uses a structureless technique locally, followed by Dynamic Forwarding on Tree on DAG (ToD), an implicitly constructed packet forwarding structure to support network scalability. After performing local aggregation, nodes dynamically decide the forwarding tree based on the location of the sources. The key principle behind ToD is that adjacent nodes in a graph will have low stretch in at least one of these trees in ToD, thus resulting in early aggregation of packets.

This paper makes the following contributions:
- We propose an efficient and scalable data aggregation mechanism that can achieve early aggregation without
Data aggregation has been an active research area in sensor networks for its ability to reduce energy consumption. Some works focus on how to aggregate data from different nodes [7], some focus on how to construct and maintain a structure to facilitate data aggregation [2], [3] and some focus on how to efficiently compress and aggregate data by taking the correlation of data into consideration [4]. As our work focuses on how to facilitate data aggregation without incurring the overhead of constructing a structure, we briefly describe the structure-based approaches in current research.

In [5], the authors propose an aggregation tree construction algorithm to simultaneously approximate the optimum trees for all nondecreasing and concave aggregation functions. The algorithm uses a simple min-cost perfect matching to construct the tree. Other works, such as Steiner Minimum Tree (SMT) and Multiple Shared Tree (MST) for multicast algorithms which can be used in data aggregation, build a structure in advance for data aggregation. In addition to their complexity and overhead, they are only suitable for networks where the sources are known in advance. Therefore, they are not suitable for networks with mobile events.

In addition, fixed tree structures also have the long stretch problem. A stretch of two nodes u and v in a tree T on a graph G is the ratio between the distance from node u to v in T and their distance in G. Long stretch implies that packets from adjacent nodes have to be forwarded many hops away before aggregation. This problem has been studied as Minimum Stretch Spanning Tree (MSST) and Minimum Average Stretch Spanning Tree (MAST) [6].

Data Aware Anycast (DAA) [7] is the first proposed structureless data aggregation protocol that can achieve high aggregation without incurring the overhead of structure approaches. DAA uses anycast to forward packets to one-hop neighbors that have packets for aggregation. It can efficiently aggregate packets near the sources and effectively reduce the number of transmissions. However, it does not guarantee the aggregation of all packets. As the network grows, the cost of forwarding packets that were unable to be aggregated will negate the benefit of energy saving resulted from eliminating incurring overhead of constructing a structure.

- We implement the ToD on TinyOS and compare it against other approaches on a 105-node sensor network.
- For studying the scalability aspects of our approach, we implement ToD in the ns2 simulator and study its performance in networks of up to 2,000 nodes.

II. RELATED WORK

We implement the ToD on TinyOS and compare it against other approaches on a 105-node sensor network.

Data aggregation has been an active research area in sensor networks for its ability to reduce energy consumption. Some works focus on how to aggregate data from different nodes [7], some focus on how to construct and maintain a structure to facilitate data aggregation [2], [3] and some focus on how to efficiently compress and aggregate data by taking the correlation of data into consideration [4]. As our work focuses on how to facilitate data aggregation without incurring the overhead of constructing a structure, we briefly describe the structure-based approaches in current research.

In [5], the authors propose an aggregation tree construction algorithm to simultaneously approximate the optimum trees for all nondecreasing and concave aggregation functions. The algorithm uses a simple min-cost perfect matching to construct the tree. Other works, such as Steiner Minimum Tree (SMT) and Multiple Shared Tree (MST) for multicast algorithms which can be used in data aggregation, build a structure in advance for data aggregation. In addition to their complexity and overhead, they are only suitable for networks where the sources are known in advance. Therefore, they are not suitable for networks with mobile events.

In addition, fixed tree structures also have the long stretch problem. A stretch of two nodes u and v in a tree T on a graph G is the ratio between the distance from node u to v in T and their distance in G. Long stretch implies that packets from adjacent nodes have to be forwarded many hops away before aggregation. This problem has been studied as Minimum Stretch Spanning Tree (MSST) and Minimum Average Stretch Spanning Tree (MAST) [6].

Data Aware Anycast (DAA) [7] is the first proposed structureless data aggregation protocol that can achieve high aggregation without incurring the overhead of structure approaches. DAA uses anycast to forward packets to one-hop neighbors that have packets for aggregation. It can efficiently aggregate packets near the sources and effectively reduce the number of transmissions. However, it does not guarantee the aggregation of all packets. As the network grows, the cost of forwarding packets that were unable to be aggregated will negate the benefit of energy saving resulted from eliminating incurring overhead of constructing a structure.

- We implement the ToD on TinyOS and compare it against other approaches on a 105-node sensor network.
- For studying the scalability aspects of our approach, we implement ToD in the ns2 simulator and study its performance in networks of up to 2,000 nodes.

Organization: The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 presents the problem definition. Section 4 presents the design. The performance evaluation of the protocols using experiments and simulations is presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Consider the network as shown in figure 1, the network is divided into cells. These cells are grouped into clusters, called...
F-clusters (first-level clusters). The size of the F-clusters must be large enough to cover the cells an event can span, which is two when we only consider 1D cells in the network. All nodes in F-clusters send their packets to their cluster-heads, called F-aggregators. Nodes in the F-cluster can be multiple hops away from the F-aggregator.

The goal of our protocol is to achieve aggregation of data near the sources without explicitly constructing a structure for mobile event scenarios. Aggregating packets near the sources is critical for reducing the number of transmissions. Aggregating without using an explicit structure reduces the overhead of construction and maintenance of the structure. In this section, we propose a highly scalable approach that is suitable for large sensor networks.

In DAA [7], packets were destined to the sink when no further aggregation can be achieved locally. This incurs higher transmission cost when the distance from sources to the sink is longer. To remedy this problem, we forward packets on a structure when no further aggregation can be achieved instead of forwarding them to the sink directly.

IV. DESIGN

A. Network Model

The construction of F-Tree, S-Tree, and ToD is shown in Figure 2. Leaf nodes are cells. Pairs of neighbor cells define F-clusters. Each F-cluster has an F-aggregator, and F-aggregators form the F-Tree. Each pair of adjacent cells not in the same F-cluster form an S-cluster. Each S-cluster has an S-aggregator, and S-aggregators form the S-Tree. Nodes on the network boundary do not need to be in any S-cluster. ToD is created by connecting each F-aggregator to two S-aggregators of S-clusters which its F-cluster overlaps with. F-aggregator in ToD uses Dynamic Forwarding to forward packets to the root, or through an S-aggregator in the S-Tree based on where the packets come from. S-Tree creates a Directed Acyclic Graph, which we refer to as the ToD.

In addition to the F-clusters, we create the second type of clusters, S-clusters (second-level clusters) for these cells. The size of an S-cluster must also be large enough to cover all cells spanned by an event, and it must interleave with the F-clusters so it can cover adjacent cells in different F-clusters. Each S-cluster also has a cluster-head, S-aggregator, for aggregating packets. Each S-aggregator creates a shortest path to the sink, and forms a second SPT in the network. We call it S-Tree. The illustration of an S-Tree is shown in Figure 2. For all sets of nearby cells that can be triggered by an event, either they will be in the same F-cluster, or they will be in the same S-cluster. This property is exploited by Dynamic Forwarding to avoid the long stretch problem discussed earlier.

After the S-Tree is constructed, the F-aggregators connect themselves to the S-aggregators of S-clusters which its

![Fig. 2: The construction of F-Tree, S-Tree, and ToD.](image-url) F-cluster overlaps with, as shown in Figure 2.

Consider the example in Figure 2. If the event spans A and B, F1 knows that no other F-cluster will have packets for aggregation since the maximum number of cells an event can span is two; hence, it can forward the packets using the F-Tree. If the event spans two cells in two different F-clusters, for example, C and D, F4 will only receive packets from C, and F5 will only receive packets from D. F4 can know either the event happens only in C, or it spans D as well. Consequently, F4 can forward packets to S4, the S-aggregator of its overlapped S-clusters covering C, and so is F5. Therefore, these packets can be aggregated at S4.

Note that we do not specifically assign cells on the boundary of the network to any S-cluster. They do not need to be in any S-cluster if they are not adjacent to any other F-cluster, or they can be assigned to the same S-cluster as its adjacent cell.

B. Algorithm

The Dynamic Forwarding approach requires that each F-aggregator knows the location of S-aggregators of S-clusters that its F-cluster overlaps with. To simplify the cluster-head selection process and avoid the overhead of propagating the update information, we delegate the role of S-aggregators to F-aggregators. We choose an F-cluster, called Aggregating Cluster, for each S-cluster, and use the F-aggregator of the Aggregating Cluster as its S-aggregator. The Aggregating Cluster of an S-cluster is the F-cluster which is closest to the sink among all F-clusters that the S-cluster overlaps with, as shown in Figure 3, assuming that the sink is located on the bottom-left corner. When an F-aggregator forwards packets to an S-aggregator, it forwards them toward the aggregating cluster of that S-aggregator. When packets reach the aggregating cluster, nodes in that F-cluster know the location of their F-aggregator and can forward packets to it.
Algorithm shows the pseudocode for selecting the first and second aggregating clusters based on where the packets come from. The pseudocode only shows the simplified procedure and does not show the aggregating cluster selection code when the F-cluster is located at the boundary of the network, where the left, bottom, or bottom-left F-cluster does not exist. If the next aggregating cluster is the left or bottom F-cluster if either of them exists, or selects itself if none of them exists.

```plaintext
// Cells of sources can be represented by bit-mask of four bits.
// Topleft cell is bit 1, topright cell is bit 2,
// bottomleft is bit 3 and bottomright cell is bit 4.
Aggregating_Cluster(Packet p)
cells = cells of sources in p
begin
if (cells==topleft) then
  1st_fcluster=2nd_fcluster=left F-cluster
else if (cells==topright) then
  1st_fcluster=2nd_fcluster=my F-cluster
else if (cells==bottomleft) then
  1st_fcluster=2nd_fcluster=bottom left F-cluster
else if (cells==bottomright) then
  1st_fcluster=2nd_fcluster=bottom right F-cluster
else if (cells==(topleft | topright)) then
  1st_fcluster=left F-cluster
else if (cells==(bottomleft | bottomright)) then
  2nd_fcluster=bottom F-cluster
else if (cells==bottomleft | bottomright) then
  2nd_fcluster=left F-cluster
else if (cells==(topleft | bottomleft)) then
  1st_fcluster=left F-cluster
else if (cells==(topright | bottomright)) then
  1st_fcluster=my F-cluster
2nd_fcluster=bottom F-cluster
deft=sink
end
```

Algorithm 1: AGGREGATING CLUSTER SELECTION

![Fig. 3: The construction of F-Tree, S-Tree, and ToD.](image)

Table I: AGGREGATING CLUSTER SELECTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>packets in p</th>
<th>F-cluster</th>
<th>2nd S-aggregator</th>
<th>F-aggregator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>f-cluster</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we use experiments and simulations to evaluate the performance of our semistructured approach and compare it with other protocols.

A. Testbed Evaluation

We conduct experiments on Kansei sensor testbed to show the advantage and practicability of the ToD approach. The testbed consists of 105 Mica2-based motes and each mote is hooked onto a Stargate. The Stargate is a 32-bit hardware device from CrossBow running Linux. The 105 nodes form a 7 X 15 grid network with 3-ft spacing. The radio signal using default transmission power covers most nodes in the testbed.

We implement an Anycast MAC protocol on top of the Mica2 MAC layer. The Anycast MAC layer has its own backoff and retransmission mechanisms and we disable the ACK and backoff of the Mica2 MAC module. An event is emulated by broadcasting a message on the testbed to the Stargates, and the Stargates send the message to the Mica2 nodes through serial port. The message contains a unique ID distinguishing packets generated at different time.

When a node is triggered by an event, an event report is generated. If the node has to delay its transmission, it stores the packet in a report queue. Both the application layer and Anycast MAC layer can access the queue; therefore, they can check if the node has packets for aggregation, or aggregate the received packets to packets in the queue. We evaluate the following protocols1 on the testbed: DynamicForwardingoverToD(ToD) : The semistructured approach we proposed in this paper. DAA is used to aggregate packets in each F-cluster, and aggregated packets are forwarded to the sink on ToD. DAA : The structureless approach proposed in [7]. SPT : Nodes send packets to the sink through the SPT immediately after sensing an event. Aggregation is opportunistic and happens only if two packets are at the same node at the same time.

B. Simulation Results

Figure 4, shows the normalized number of transmissions for different event sizes. We fixed the location of the event and vary its diameter from 12 to 36 ft where nodes within two grid-hops to six grid-hops of the event will be triggered, respectively, and send packets to the sink located at one corner of the network. We use 6 seconds as maximum delay for all protocols except SPT. For event size less than 12 ft, there are too little nodes been triggered (less than five), and all triggered nodes are within transmission range. Data aggregation is not so interesting in such scenario; therefore, we do not evaluate it. All protocols have better performance when the size of the event increases because packets have more chances of being aggregated. ToD performs best...
Fig. 4: The normalized number of transmissions for different event sizes.

Fig. 5: Number of transmissions.

Fig. 6: Unit of received information.

Fig. 7: Number of Transmission.

Figures 5, show the total number of transmissions and total units of useful information received by the sink. DAA and ToD have higher number of received packets than OPT due to the ability of structureless aggregation to aggregate packets early and scatter them away from each other to reduce contention. ToD performs better than DAA in terms of the normalized number of transmissions because of its ability to aggregate packets at nodes closer to the source, and thus, it reduces the cost of forwarding packets from sources to the sink. It has slightly lower number of units of received information than DAA. From the simulation logs, we found that most dropped packets in ToD are packets forwarded from sources to their F-aggregators. We believe that the convergecast causes higher contention, thus leading to higher dropping rate.

Figure 5, shows the total number of transmissions and total units of useful information received by the sink. DAA and ToD have higher number of received packets than OPT due to the ability of structureless aggregation to aggregate packets early and scatter them away from each other to reduce contention. ToD performs better than DAA in terms of the normalized number of transmissions because of its ability to aggregate packets at nodes closer to the source, and thus, it reduces the cost of forwarding packets from sources to the sink. It has slightly lower number of units of received information than DAA. From the simulation logs, we found that most dropped packets in ToD are packets forwarded from sources to their F-aggregators. We believe that the convergecast causes higher contention, thus leading to higher dropping rate.

Figure 6, shows the results of scalability simulations. The performance of ToD and OPT remains steady. This shows that ToD is quite scalable as its performance does not degrade as the size of the network increases.

Figure 7, shows the performance of both DAA and SPT degrades as the size of the network increases. The normalized number of transmissions for DAA and SPT doubled when the event moves from the closest to the sink to the farthest.

Figure 8, shows the number of packets received at the sink per event. If all packets can be aggregated near the event and forwarded to the sink, the sink will receive only one packet. Conversely, more packets received at the sink shows that fewer aggregations happened in the network. The cost of forwarding more packets to the sink increases rapidly as the size of the network increases. We can see that, in both DAA and SPT, the sink receives many packets. Although the number of packets received at the sink remains quite steady, the total number of transmissions increases linearly as the distance from the sources to the sink increases.
As shown in Figure 9, ToD improves the normalized number of transmissions of DAA, but the improvement decreases as the aggregation ratio decreases. This is because when the aggregation ratio decreases, packet size increases after aggregation. Packets cannot be aggregated anymore when they reach maximum payload even if they meet. Both ToD and DAA perform better than OPT when the aggregation ratio is not 1 because the packet dropping rate in OPT is very high. OPT only receives less than 2,000 units of information, compared to more than 5,000 in ToD and DAA. We believe the high dropping rate is because of the convergecast traffic in OPT. When aggregation ratio decreases, more packets with larger size is forwarded to the root of the aggregation tree, which results in high contention and leads to high dropping rate.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A semistructured approach are proposed that locally uses a structureless technique followed by Dynamic Forwarding on an implicitly constructed packet forwarding structure, ToD, to support network scalability. ToD avoids the long stretch problem in fixed structured approaches and eliminates the overhead of constructing and maintaining dynamic structures. We evaluate its performance using simulations on 2,000 node networks. Based on our studies, we find that ToD is highly scalable and it performs close to the optimal structured approach. Therefore, it is very suitable for conserving energy and extending the lifetime of large-scale sensor networks.
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